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Abstract—Microrobots (MRs) have attracted growing interest

Q1

Q2

6
for their potentialities in diagnosis and noninvasive intervention in7
hard-to-reach body areas. The safe operation of biomedical MRs8
requires fine control capabilities, which strongly depend on precise9
and robust feedback about their position over time. Ultrasound10
acoustic phase analysis (US-APA) may allow for a reliable feedback11
strategy for MR imaging and tracking in tissue. In this article, we12
combine task-specific magnetic actuation and related US-APA mo-13
tion tracking to achieve closed-loop navigation of a magnetic MR,14
rolling on the boundary of a lumen in a tissue-mimicking phantom.15
A C-arm system attached to a robotic platform is used to precisely16
position the magnetic actuation source and US-APA detection unit17
within the workspace, thus enabling MR visual-servoing. In the18
first place, the proposed approach allows to perform supervised lo-19
calization of the MR without any a-priori knowledge of its position.20
After localization, a robust real-time tracking enables closed-loop21
MR teleoperation in the phantom lumina over a travel distance of22
80 mm (145 body lengths), both in static and counter flow, thus23
achieving an average position tracking error of 368 micron (0.6724
body lengths). For the first time, our results validate US-APA as25
a reliable feedback strategy for visual-servoing control of MRs in

Q3

26
simulated in-body environment.

Q4

27

Index Terms—Acoustic phase analysis (APA), closed-loop28
control, magnetic actuation, medical microrobots (MRs),29
ultrasound (US) imaging, visual-servoing.30

I. INTRODUCTION31

M icrorobots (MRS) for biomedical applications hold the32

potential to revolutionize diagnosis and therapy, thanks33
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to their ability to access and operate in hard-to-reach body 34

districts [1]–[6]. Different strategies have been proposed to re- 35

motely navigate and maneuver microscale agents in confined and 36

unstructured environments [7], among which the most popular 37

employ ultrasound (US) [8], light [9], and magnetic fields [10], 38

[11]. The last solution is arguably the most promising due to 39

high controllability and deep penetration of magnetic fields 40

without tissue attenuation, distortion, or harm to the patient. 41

Several concepts of magnetic MRs have been proposed for 42

medical applications [12]. Among these, surface microrollers 43

look particularly promising due to their ability to navigate on 44

the boundaries of body lumina, possibly against physiological 45

flow [13], [14]. 46

Most of the advancements witnessed in magnetic MRs control 47

[15] have been allowed by optical microscopy, which provides 48

precise real-time feedback on MRs position over time and 49

on responses to triggering signals. Optical microscopy also 50

served as enabling technology for implementing visual-servoing 51

strategies in transparent media or tissue such as the eye, both 52

in-vitro [16]–[20] and ex-vivo [21]. However, obtaining similar 53

control performance in nontransparent deep tissue (where op- 54

tical microscopy fails) is still an open challenge [22]. Biomed- 55

ical imaging strategies should be used to obtain feedback on 56

MRs states when moving inside the body. Different imaging 57

techniques have been considered for this purpose, including 58

both traditional techniques (e.g., magnetic resonance imaging 59

[23] or single-photon emission computed tomography [24]) and 60

innovative ones, such as photoacoustic [25] or magnetic particle 61

imaging [26]. However, replicating optical microscopy contrast 62

and spatial resolution while providing real-time imaging at high 63

penetration depths is not straightforward [27]. In this scenario, 64

US imaging stands as a mature technique, combining real-time 65

imaging, low cost of the equipment, and no harm to the pa- 66

tient. Considering the frequency/power tradeoff characterizing 67

traditional US imaging systems, the image spatial resolution 68

can be improved by using high-frequency waves while reducing 69

the imaging depth. Overall, commercial US probes provide 70

acceptable spatial resolution (100− 500 µm) at clinically rele- 71

vant penetration depths (2− 30 cm). Nevertheless, standard US 72

imaging modalities, such as brightness (B)-mode, feature poor 73

contrast resolution. Some attempts to perform visual-servoing 74

of magnetic MRs with US B-mode images were reported in 75

controlled experimental conditions (e.g., inhomogeneous and 76

transparent media), specifically set to enhance MR contrast and 77
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facilitate its detection and localization [28], [29]. On the other78

hand, MR visibility with B-mode imaging in biological tissue is79

limited, being tissue heterogeneous and thus highly reflective80

to US waves. The high-contrast imaging artifacts produced81

by acoustic impedance discontinuities (e.g., lumen boundaries,82

interfaces, bones, air sacs, etc.) introduce disturbances and in-83

stability in MR tracking, compromising the use of US B-mode84

as a feedback strategy for closed-loop control [30].85

Recently, US Doppler techniques have been proposed to im-86

prove MRs visibility in biological media [31], [32]. US acoustic87

phase analysis (US-APA) has been proposed for MRs motion88

detection toward higher contrast resolution even in highly re-89

flective and dynamic media [33], [34]. Although very promising,90

these techniques still require research efforts to be implemented91

in control scenarios, both to match real-time performance and92

to become robust enough against environmental disturbances.93

In this article, we designed and implemented a control frame-94

work to exploit the US-APA detection technique in a stable95

closed-loop control system, and we developed a robotic platform96

for US-APA-enabled MR visual-servoing. More specifically, we97

contributed to the following advancements: 1) we designed a98

C-arm system for combining magnetic actuation with US-APA99

detection in a compact robotic platform; 2) we developed a100

real-time tracker based on the US-APA image processing tech-101

nique, able to function both in open-loop and in closed-loop102

with the main robot controller; 3) we designed and implemented103

control features, such as the reduced search window (RSW) with104

adaptive size, which help minimize the US-APA’s computational105

cost for smooth real-time operation; 4) we defined and charac-106

terized control signals for interfacing the robot controller and the107

US-APA tracker while ensuring feedback integrity and control108

stability; and 5) we designed and developed the main robot109

controller, able to function stably both in manual teleoperation110

of the robot arm, and in visual-servoing mode for closed-loop111

MR control. The developed platform allowed for controlled112

navigation of a magnetic MR in the lumina of a tissue-mimicking113

phantom. First, we evaluated the performances of the platform114

during supervised localization of the MR in the phantom, i.e.,115

without any a-priori knowledge of the MR position. We then116

performed controlled MR teleoperation in the lumina, both in117

static flow and counter flow conditions.118

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Sec-119

tion II describes the analytical models that combine magnetic120

manipulation with US-APA detection for building a synergic121

actuation-feedback strategy. Section III provides an overview of122

the robotic platform enabling MR visual-servoing. Section IV123

is dedicated to the closed-loop control architecture. Section V124

presents the experimental setup used to evaluate the platform125

performances, whereas Section VI reports and discusses exper-126

imental results. Finally, Section VII remarks on the conclusions127

and the future perspectives stemming from this article.128

II. MODELS FOR MAGNETIC ACTUATION AND ACOUSTIC129

PHASE MODULATION130

This section presents the fundamental magnetic and acoustic131

principles that allow the development of a closed-loop control132

strategy for visual-servoing magnetic MRs in simulated in-body 133

environments (i.e., closer to realistic bodily environments and 134

farther from ideal lab conditions). 135

A. Magnetic Actuation 136

When subject to an external magnetic field B, a magnetic 137

dipole with moment m experiences both torques and forces 138

according to the following equations [35]: 139

{
τ = m×B
F = ∇ (m ·B) .

(1)

For navigating the MR inside lumina, we exploited both 140

the magnetic force F generated by the field gradient and the 141

magnetic torque τ produced to align the MR magnetic mo- 142

ment m with B. The magnetic force F, pulling toward the 143

magnet, systematically keeps the MR on the lumen boundary. 144

The assumption of laminar flow (supported by the small lumen 145

diameter and the relatively low flow rates) enables reduced drag 146

force and adherence to the boundary surface to favor controlled 147

locomotion. Once migrated at the border, the MR experiences 148

a magnetic torque τ produced by a rotating/vibrating magnetic 149

field B. The employed MR (Section IV-B) can assume two states, 150

based on the type of magnetic actuation mode: idle state when 151

the MR experiences a vibrating magnetic field and locomotion 152

state when a rotating magnetic field is produced (Fig. 1). We 153

formulated the magnetic manipulation problem by considering 154

the two components of the field B belonging to the US imaging 155

plane, namely Bx and By . To produce the idle state, Bx and By 156

should have the following time evolution: 157

{
Bx

∼= θ̄ |B| sin (2πfvibt)
By

∼= |B| . (2)

158

The fieldB oscillates in thexy plane at the frequencyfvib over 159

a circular sector defined by a maximum angle θ̄ (assumed to be 160

small). The resulting magnetic torque produces small harmonic 161

rolling motions of the cylindrical MR. These motions do not 162

produce locomotion but generate in-place vibrations, along the 163

y axis, of the extreme points of the MR diameter parallel to 164

the boundary surface [Fig. 1(a)]. The induced vibrations have 165

amplitude θ̄ and frequency fvib. 166

Otherwise, when in locomotion state, the MR is actuated with 167

the following field sequence: 168

{
Bx = |B| sin (2πfrott)
By = |B| cos (2πfrott) .

(3)

The resulting field B rotates in the xy plane with frequency 169

frot. The generated magnetic torque produces a continuous ro- 170

tation of the MR, activating rolling locomotion on the boundary 171

surface [Fig. 1(b)]. 172

B. Motion-Induced Acoustic Phase Modulation 173

In pulse-echo US imaging, mechanical waves are emitted by a 174

transducer, typically made of an array of piezoelectric elements. 175

When a mechanical wave encounters an object (reflector), part 176

of the wave is reflected to the transducer, in the form of an echo 177
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Fig. 1. Magnetic actuation sequences, MR states, and associated US acoustic
phase feedbacks. (a) When in idle state, an oscillating magnetic field produces
in-place vibrations of the microrobot and a consequent sinusoidal acoustic phase
feedback. (b) When in locomotion state, a rotating magnetic field produces
rolling locomotion and a linear modulation of the acoustic phase feedback.

signal E(t):178

E (t) = A (t) ejϕ(t). (4)

The instantaneous amplitudeA(t) of the echo signal is related179

to the acoustic impedance mismatch between the reflector and180

the surrounding medium [36]. In B-mode imaging, A(t) is181

converted into grayscale levels to produce a contrast image.182

Biological tissues are highly reflective due to their heterogeneity.183

This implies that when considering one or more MRs in biolog-184

ical tissues, the echoes reflected by the tissues result higher than185

those reflected by the MRs (especially when the MR is close186

to an interface like the lumen boundary). This makes standard187

B-mode imaging unsuitable for automatized MR visualization188

and localization. Conversely, a reliable US-based technique for189

MR tracking should be robust to high contrast backgrounds. An190

emerging and promising strategy for enhancing MR contrast191

in reflective backgrounds is the US-APA motion detection. As192

a result of the Doppler effect, the echoes reflected by moving193

objects are shifted in phase with respect to the incident waves.194

If a wave propagates along the y direction with wavelength λ195

and encounters a moving reflector, the acoustic phase shift ∆ϕ196

in successively reflected echoes is proportional to the reflector’s 197

displacement along the direction of wave propagation ∆uy: 198

∆ϕ =
4π

λ
∆uy. (5)

In analogy, the acoustic frequency f , given by the time 199

derivative of the acoustic phase, is shifted proportionally to the 200

reflector’s velocity vy: 201

d (ϕ)

dt
= f =

4π

λ
vy. (6)

According to (5) and (6), MR displacements (and respective 202

velocity) are modulated on the acoustic phase (and respective 203

frequency) of the received echo signals. By performing US-APA, 204

this phenomenon can be exploited to detect MRs, even when 205

the associated echoes feature low amplitude with respect to the 206

background medium. 207

In this framework, producing magnetic field sequences has a 208

double value: driving MR locomotion and producing acoustic 209

phase feedback for localization and control (the feedback is 210

meaningless when the MR is completely still). In particular, the 211

vibration field sequence (2), associated with the MR idle state, 212

induces an in-place vibrating motion pattern and a harmonic 213

modulation of the acoustic phase signal [Fig. 1(a)], which can 214

be detected through Fourier analysis [33]. Alternatively, the 215

rotation field sequence (3), associated with the MR locomotion 216

state, induces a rotating motion pattern and a linear modulation 217

of the acoustic phase [Fig. 1(b)], resulting in a constant mod- 218

ulation of the acoustic frequency that can be detected through 219

block-matching analysis [34]. 220

Regarding the dynamics of the magnetic microroller, we 221

identify two main contributions: 1) the dynamics of the ro- 222

tational/vibrational MR motions in response to the magnetic 223

torque generated by the driving magnetic field signals; and 2) 224

the dynamics of the resulting translational rolling motion, thus 225

the dynamics of the interaction with the environment (i.e., the 226

fluid-filled lumen). In this article, we assume that the dynamics 227

1) can be neglected, considering the frequency range of the 228

driving signals (1–5 Hz). The dynamics 2), which represent 229

the major contributions, are characterized by many case-specific 230

variables, including 1) the actual direction of the MR magnetic 231

dipole moment, 2) the actual MR morphology, 3) the actual 232

lumen morphology, 4) the precise static and dynamic friction 233

coefficients between the MR and the lumen boundary surface, 234

5) the precise drag coefficients, and 6) the flow intensity and 235

direction. In this article, we considered the deviations with 236

respect to the ideal pure rolling behavior, due to the dynamics B, 237

as disturbances to the control system. These assumptions on the 238

MR dynamics are finally validated in the experimental section 239

(Section VI). 240

Overall, the proposed combination of remote magnetic actua- 241

tion with specific motion detection (through US-APA) provides 242

a powerful strategy for US-guided visual-servoing of MRs inside 243

the body. 244
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Fig. 2. Visual-servoing platform overview. (a) Schematic representation of
the control scheme allowing MR teleoperation in closed feedback loop with
the US-APA tracker. (b) Visual-servoing platform picture. The C-arm system
prototype is integral with the robot arm and holds both the US probe (acoustic
detection unit) and the magnet (magnetic actuation unit). A human–machine
interface (joystick) allows to set the reference signals for teleoperation. The US
DAQ and the processing unit enable data acquisition and processing, as well as
closed-loop control implementation.

III. ROBOTIC VISUAL-SERVOING PLATFORM OVERVIEW245

For teleoperating the magnetic MR in lumina, we propose246

a robotic visual-servoing platform [Fig. 2(a)]. To combine247

magnetic manipulation with US-APA feedback, the platform248

integrates a magnetic actuation unit and an acoustic detection249

unit, arranged at the ends of a C-arm system integrated into a250

six-DOF robotic arm [Fig. 2(b)]. The distance between the two251

units can be manually regulated (10− 30 cm) according to the252

desired workspace. The magnetic actuation unit consists of a253

mobile cylindrical permanent magnet (6 cm in diameter, 7 cm254

in height, NdFeB, diametral magnetization, and grade N35).255

The acoustic detection unit consists of a linear US probe (L15-256

7H40, Telemed, Lithuania) connected to an open architecture257

digital acquisition board (DAQ) (ArtUS, Telemed, Lithuania),258

which provides access to the raw radio-frequency (RF) data for259

customized analysis.260

Having defined the acoustic axis of an US transducer as the 261

direction of waves propagation, the spatial alignment of all 262

acoustic axes of the employed probe’s piezoelectric elements 263

defines the imaging plane. On the other hand, the optimal 264

magnetic manipulation plane is defined as the plane perpen- 265

dicular to the cylinder axis and passing through its center. By 266

design, the C-arm arrangement makes the imaging plane and the 267

optimal magnetic manipulation plane coincide [dashed plane in 268

Fig. 2(b)]. In such plane, we define the optimal manipulation 269

point as the imaging plane center (i.e., the US probe focus point). 270

The C-arm is attached to a six-DOF anthropomorphic robot arm 271

with a spherical wrist (Melfa RV-3SB, Mitsubishi, Japan). The 272

robot arm allows to precisely position the optimal manipulation 273

point in space to systematically coincide with the estimated MR 274

position and to rotate the permanent magnet for magnetic MR 275

actuation. A closed-loop control architecture enables robotic 276

MR visual-servoing within the C-arm workspace. The system 277

main control parameters and building blocks are described in 278

detail in the following sections. 279

IV. CONTROL ARCHITECTURE 280

In the proposed control architecture, the robot controller 281

remotely actuates the magnetic MR and is connected in a closed 282

feedback loop to the US-APA tracker [Fig. 2(a)]. The tracker 283

sends information about the estimated MR state (i.e., position 284

and rotation frequency) to the robot controller through a bilateral 285

used datagram protocol communication. In turn, the controller 286

sends some control state variables to the tracker for safe closed- 287

loop implementation (Section IV-C). A human–machine inter- 288

face (joystick) allows the user to teleoperate the robot arm (and 289

consequently to move the imaging plane for MR localization) 290

when in open-loop mode, and to provide reference MR rotation 291

frequency values when in closed-loop mode. This grants flex- 292

ible control and adaptivity to different task requirements. The 293

implementation of the robot controller and the US-APA tracker 294

are described in detail in Section V. 295

A. Robot Controller 296

The robot controller runs at a frequency of 100 Hz and is 297

designed to function both in open-loop and closed-loop modes. 298

When operating in open-loop mode, the controller does not 299

receive inputs from the US-APA tracker and allows the user 300

to teleoperate the robot arm for positioning the end-effector 301

in the Cartesian space. When operating in closed-loop mode, 302

the controller acquires feedback on MR states from the US- 303

APA tracker and provides the control action for simultane- 304

ously actuating the MR and positioning the C-arm system. This 305

control action is elaborated by two independent proportional 306

subcontrollers (each associated with a control loop), namely the 307

C-arm position controller and the magnet rotation frequency 308

controller [Fig. 3(a)]. The C-arm position controller solves the 309

problem of positioning the C-arm optimal manipulation point to 310

minimize the mismatch with the estimated MR position, without 311

accounting for the rotation of the magnet. In this way, the MR is 312

systematically positioned in the imaging plane center for both 313

optimal manipulation and detection. On the other hand, the 314
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the robot controller and US-APA tracker developed for closed-loop MR visual-servoing. (a) Robot controller acquires MR
position and rotation frequency data from the tracker and a reference MR rotation frequency from the teleoperation device (running control frequency is 100 Hz).
In the upper loop (magnet rotation frequency controller), if the reference frequency is different from 0, rotation field sequence is implemented to rotate the MR
and track the reference value. CTRL state is set to 1. Otherwise, vibration field sequence is implemented, and CTRL state is 0. In the lower loop (C-arm position
controller), the C-arm positioning is adjusted to match the acquired MR position with the imaging plane center (optimal manipulation point). At every control
iteration, the incremental joint commands, independently elaborated in the two loops, are combined and sent to the robot arm for motion control. (b) US-APA
tracker acquires RF data from the DAQ and the value of CTRL state from the robot controller (running tracking frequency is 2 Hz). Based on CTRL state, the
vibration imaging or rotation imaging tracking algorithm is executed. MR position and rotation frequency are estimated and provided as output. If vibration imaging
is being performed, the estimated MR rotation frequency is set to zero.

magnet rotation frequency controller is designed to elaborate315

the trajectories of the sixth joint for rotating the permanent316

magnet and actuating the MR based on the driving field se-317

quence requested by the user. This subcontroller also informs318

the tracker about the implemented field sequence (i.e., the MR319

state) through a binary control variable (CTRL state). In case320

the user-provided MR reference rotation frequency is null (i.e.,321

the MR is required to be in idle state), the controller provides322

a harmonic rotation trajectory by processing predefined joint323

increments defined according to (2) (vibration field sequence).324

Otherwise, if the reference frequency is different from 0 (i.e.,325

the MR is required to be in locomotion state), the controller326

provides a continuous rotation trajectory defined according to327

(3) (rotation field sequence). The rotating field frequency frot328

is regulated to minimize the mismatch between the estimated329

MR rotation frequency and the user-provided reference value (in330

the range 0 − 1.5 Hz, bounded by the robot arm capabilities).331

In locomotion state, CTRL state is set to 1, otherwise it is set332

to 0.333

This implementation allows simultaneous MR actuation and334

C-arm positioning during MR locomotion by solving the two335

problems independently and summing the solutions in terms of336

joints increments at every control iteration. This control strategy337

is robust since it allows MR position control and tracking during338

all states of a navigation task by relying on the continuous US-339

APA feedback. Furthermore, it is flexible because it allows the340

user to teleoperate the MR rotation frequency according to the 341

task requirements. 342

B. US-APA Tracker 343

The US-APA tracker acquires RF data from the DAQ board 344

and provides real-time feedback on MR position and rotation 345

frequency to the robot controller [Fig. 3(b)]. 346

Depending on the imposed MR state (either idle or locomo- 347

tion, depending on CTRL state), the tracker implements two 348

different tracking algorithms: vibration imaging and rotation 349

imaging. The two algorithms are alternatively enabled by a track- 350

ing mode selector associated with the CRTL state variable [green 351

bullet in Fig. 3(b)]: when MR state is idle (CRTL state = 0), the 352

selector is in vibration imaging. In this modality, the MR position 353

is identified by detecting magnetically induced microvibrations 354

that produce a harmonic modulation of the acoustic phase (5) 355

[33]. An ensemble of N RF data frames, namely cineloop, is 356

acquired from the DAQ board and the acoustic phase signal 357

is extracted. For each pixel in the imaging plane, the Fourier 358

transform of the acoustic phase is computed, and a bandpass 359

filter is applied to isolate the spectrum component relative to 360

the actuation frequency fvib. The value of such component is 361

normalized to the spectrum energy to reduce noise effects and is 362

mapped into the pixel intensity values. In this way, a vibration 363

image is composed, representing the intensity of vibrations at 364
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the magnetic actuation frequency fvib. Assuming that the MR365

is the only element vibrating at fvib, this processing enables366

a significant MR contrast enhancement with respect to the367

background. Localizing the maximum in the vibration image368

provides the estimated MR position. In this modality, the output369

MR rotation frequency is set to zero since the MR is idle in place.370

Alternatively, when the MR is in locomotion state (CRTL state371

= 1), and the selector is in rotation imaging, the MR position372

and rotation frequency are estimated by analyzing the echoes373

frequency signal, which is modulated by the MR rotations (6)374

[34]. Here, the acoustic phase is time-derived to obtain the375

acoustic frequency. For each pixel, the acoustic frequency is376

averaged to obtain an image representation of the mean velocity377

distribution in the imaging plane. This image is cross-correlated378

with a template representing the velocity distribution of the379

rotating MR (known a-priori) to produce a rotation image. The380

maximum in the rotation image provides the estimated MR posi-381

tion, while the MR rotation frequency is estimated, in this case,382

from the measured mean acoustic frequency. This dual-mode383

US-APA tracker allows for continuous real-time feedback on384

MR position and rotation frequency throughout the different385

states assumed by the MR during navigation.386

C. Closed-Loop Operation of the US-APA Tracker387

To avoid instability due to tracking failure, the proposed388

tracker operates in two macrostates [Fig. 4(a)]: supervised389

search (default when the application is started) and tracking.390

In supervised search (open-loop), MR localization is performed391

over a relatively large search window since no a-priori knowl-392

edge on MR position is available to the operator. The tracker393

does not send data to the robot controller in this modality, and the394

control loop is open. The estimated MR position is screen printed395

and overlapped with B-mode images on a custom-developed396

GUI (Visual Studio 2019). The operator can move the imaging397

plane in space by teleoperating the robot arm while monitoring398

the GUI and compare morphological information provided by399

B-mode images (e.g., high contrast lumen boundaries) with400

the estimated MR centroid position provided by the US-APA401

tracker. The GUI also allows configuring the imaging and track-402

ing parameters in real time (e.g., imaging depth, window size,403

and tracking frame rate). Once the MR has been localized in404

supervised search (e.g., by assessing stable estimation of MR405

centroid position) and the C-arm has been positioned accord-406

ingly by robot arm teleoperation, the operator can manually407

switch to tracking mode (closed-loop) through the GUI con-408

trols. In this modality, MR tracking is performed on an RSW409

around the optimal manipulation point, and the estimated MR410

position and rotation frequency are sent to the robot controller411

for visual-servoing. The operator can still monitor the US images412

through the GUI and manually switch back to supervised search413

at any time.414

For the benefit of time efficiency, which is a strict requirement415

for feedback control applications, the tracker was designed to416

perform data acquisition and processing in parallel (by exploit-417

ing multithreading). To this purpose, the ith cineloop is pro-418

cessed while the (i+ 1)th cineloop is being acquired [Fig. 4(b)].419

Fig. 4. Closed-loop operation of the US-APA tracker. (a) Schematic finite state
machine representation of the tracker operation modes. When in the supervised
search state, MR localization is performed over a larger search window and
the tracker operates in open loop. When in tracking state, the search window is
reduced, and the frame rate is increased for closed-loop operation. (b) Qualitative
time evolution of the Boolean state variables “data acquisition,” “data process-
ing,” and “robot move” in the two operating modes. In supervised search mode
(left panel), “data processing” relative to the ith cineloop is performed when
“data acquisition” relative to the (i+ 1)th cineloop is started and “robot move”
is always set to zero. In tracking mode (right panel), to avoid motion-induced
RF data distortion, “data acquisition” of the (i+ 1)th cineloop is started on the
falling edge of the “robot move” relative to the ith cineloop.

In supervised search mode, the number of pixels on which to 420

perform Fourier analysis is relatively high. Data processing takes 421

longer than data acquisition [left panel of Fig. 4(b)], thus causing 422

data losses and a low localization frame rate (0.3 Hz). However, 423

in this case, the real-time requirements can be relaxed due to the 424

open-loop operation mode. 425

In tracking mode, data processing is faster than data acqui- 426

sition due to the RSW, resulting in no data loss and a higher 427

localization frame rate [right panel of Fig. 4(b)]. The RSW 428

size was selected based on two optimum criteria: 1) the RSW 429

size must be minimized to reduce the computational cost of 430

the US-APA processing; and 2) the RSW size must be large 431

enough to prevent the MR from escaping the search area due to 432

sudden motions during the localization time. To fulfill both these 433

criteria, the RSW size should be selected based on the expected 434

MR velocity, thus on the tracker frame rate ftrk, the MR radius 435

rMR, and its rotation frequency frot. For simplicity, we refer to 436
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a squared RSW, in which side LRSW is defined as437

LRSW = 2k
1

ftrk
2πrMRfrot. (7)

The quantity k is an arbitrary gain factor that can be chosen438

for ensuring stability. In fact, the stability of the control system439

is directly related to the RSW size. More specifically, if a distur-440

bance is large enough to push the MR out of the search window441

(e.g., in presence of large counter flow), the tracking system442

could fail, leading to control loop instability. To ensure stability,443

potential case-specific disturbances must be investigated, and an444

appropriate search window size must be selected accordingly by445

tuning the value of k. In this article, we considered k = 1.2, a446

tracking framerate of 2 Hz, an MR diameter of 550 µm, and a447

rotation frequency of 1.5 Hz. With these conditions, the RSW448

side is 6 mm.449

In tracking mode, since the robot moves the imaging plane450

in a closed-loop fashion, the tracker was implemented to start451

new data acquisition only after the robot arm has communicated452

motion completion. This workflow avoids distortion caused by453

simultaneous acquisition of RF data and motion of the imaging454

plane. In tracking mode, the frame rate primarily depends on455

the cineloop dimension N. Specifically, the tracking frame rate456

increases when N is decreased. To guarantee good quality of the457

Fourier analysis, it must hold that N ≥ 2 fpsUS

fvib
, where fpsUS is458

the frame rate of the US DAQ board (120 fps). Given a fixed459

fvib, the tracking frame rate is defined as460

fTR =
fpsUS

N
=

fvib
2

. (8)

In this article, the achievable fvib was bounded to a maximum461

of 4 Hz by the robot arm capabilities, resulting in an fTR of 2 Hz.462

However, higher MR vibration frequencies could enable higher463

tracking frame rates.464

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP465

This section provides an overview of the experimental setup466

employed to evaluate the performances of the proposed visual-467

servoing system.468

A. Experimental Validation Platform469

To validate the system in a simulated in-body environment,470

we built an experimental platform to teleoperate the magnetic471

MR through the lumen of a tissue-mimicking phantom filled472

with a blood-mimicking fluid. The phantom was positioned in473

a water tank with an acoustic absorber on its bottom to ensure474

optimal acoustic coupling (Fig. 5). The tank was placed on a475

fixed support, and the robot was positioned so that the C-arm476

optimal manipulation point fell within the phantom, with the477

US detection unit on top and the magnetic actuation unit under478

the support. The C-arm width was regulated so that the magnet479

was positioned approximately 10 cm far away from the optimal480

manipulation point, thus testing working distances compatible481

with a future clinical translation. A micropump (M100S, TCS482

micropumps, U.K.) was used to pump the blood-mimicking fluid483

through the lumen. The induced flow allowed to demonstrate the484

Fig. 5. Experimental platform for system performance evaluation. The MR is
placed in the phantom lumen, immersed in a water tank with acoustic absorber.
A teleoperation device allows to move the robot arm in open-loop mode and to
provide reference MR angular velocity for visual-servoing in closed-loop mode.
A control GUI allows for real-time monitoring, adjusting tracking parameters
and collecting experimental data.

robustness of the proposed visual-servoing approach in dynamic 485

media. In this article, the flow rate was limited to a value of 486

3 mL/s with the aim of implementing magnetic MR actuation 487

with relatively weak magnetic fields (in the order of 10 mT). 488

B. MR Fabrication 489

We required a magnetic surface microroller to perform con- 490

trolled rolling along the internal lumen surface through external 491

magnetic fields. For this purpose, we fabricated a submillimeter 492

cylindrical MR with remanent magnetization along the radial 493

direction. We employed extrusion-based printing of a UV cur- 494

able magnetic ink. To achieve uniform radial magnetization, 495

the printed cylindrical string was magnetized radially by an 496

impulse magnetizer with a peak field intensity of1.8 T (T-Series, 497

Magnet-Physik Dr. Steingroever GmbH, Germany). The final 498

size of the cylindrical MR was defined by cutting the magne- 499

tized string into smaller segments, having length 990 µm and 500

diameter 550 µm. 501

C. Tissue-Mimicking Phantom and Fluid Preparation 502

The phantom was designed to mimic a tract of a medium 503

artery (3− 4 mm in diameter) with the surrounding soft tissue, 504

in terms of size and acoustic properties. The tissue-mimicking 505

phantom was devised to simulate possible heterogeneity and 506

high contrast regions in actual human soft tissues. To this aim, 507

agarose was doped with soy milk used as a scatter-enhancing 508

agent. Agarose powder (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in a 509

deionized and degassed water (dd-H2O)—soy milk (5% v/v) 510

solution and kept at 90◦C for 1 h under continuous stirring. 511
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Fig. 6. Supervised MR search experiments. (a) Image acquired from the tracker GUI during the supervised search experiments. The light blue box represents
the search window, the red dot represents estimated MR centroid, the yellow dot on the left image border represents US focus vertical position, and image insets
show the vibration images. (1) GUI was started, the vibration image appeared noisy as no vibrations were detected. (2) Once activated the idle state control, the
MR started vibrating and the imaging plane was swiped around the phantom while monitoring the plotted estimated centroid. When the vibrations appeared in the
imaging plane, the MR featured high contrast in the vibration image and the estimated centroid (red dot) was stably plotted in the same position as an index of
successful localization. (3) Robot arm was teleoperated to identify the best imaging plane. Lumen boundaries could be identified as continuous parallel white lines.
(4) Operation modality was switched to tracking for MR visual-servoing and the search window size was reduced. (b) Time evolution of estimated MR centroid
x and y coordinates with respect to the search window center. The values fluctuated during supervised search and became stable after successful MR localization.
(c) Collection of all detected MR centroids within the search window during supervised search (20 s). The dot colors are associated to the respective phases 1, 2, 3,
and 4 of panel (b). The distribution concentrates in the same region (black dashed box) after successful localization. During these experiments, the tracker operated
in open loop and the robot was not moved automatically to match detected MR position with the search window center.

The proper agarose concentration (2% v/v) produces mechan-512

ical and acoustic properties that mimic human tissues [37]. A513

preshaped 3 mm diameter rubber tube was embedded in the514

phantom before reticulation. Physical reticulation occurred at515

room temperature in the target mold (4.5 × 4.5 × 20 cm3).516

After reticulation, the tube was removed to generate the desired517

lumen in the phantom.518

A fluid that mimics the blood in terms of viscosity and acoustic519

properties was obtained from an aqueous glycerol solution (60%520

v/v) [38].521

VI. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION522

We conducted experimental validation to assess the system523

performance in terms of MR localization efficiency, tracking524

accuracy, and robustness to environmental disturbances (e.g.,525

the presence of obstacles and counter fluid flow). In this section,526

the results of the experiments are presented and discussed.527

A. Supervised MR Search in Echogenic Phantom528

As a first step, we conducted supervised MR search experi-529

ments to validate the ability of the system to help the operator530

in localizing the MR within the phantom without any a-priori531

knowledge about its position. The experiment started by run-532

ning the US-APA tracker in supervised search mode (default)533

[Fig. 6(a, 1)]. The MR was then put into vibrations by starting534

the robot controller to enable detection. In this phase, the robot535

arm was teleoperated for swiping the imaging plane along the536

phantom to search for the MR by comparing morphological537

information of B-mode images with MR specific information of538

the US-APA tracker. More specifically, by assessing the stable 539

estimation of MR centroid position [red dot in Fig. 6(a)], the 540

operator could verify MR localization within the lumen (Sup- 541

plementary Video, part 1). In this open-loop tracking modality, 542

the robot is not moved automatically to match the detected MR 543

position with the optimal manipulation point (search window 544

center). 545

The US-APA tracker helped find the MR even in suboptimal 546

imaging conditions, e.g., when the imaging plane did not cross 547

the lumen section completely [Fig. 6(a, 2)]. After finding the 548

MR, the operator could teleoperate the robot arm to identify the 549

optimal imaging plane crossing the lumen section [Fig. 6(a, 3)] 550

by visual inspection of B-mode image features (e.g., the pres- 551

ence of reflective lumen boundaries). Once the optimal imaging 552

conditions were identified, the tracking mode was activated 553

[Fig. 6(a, 4)] for MR visual-servoing (closed loop). The time 554

evolution of estimated MR x and y coordinates with respect to 555

the center of the search window (optimal manipulation point) 556

is reported in Fig. 6(b). The higher fluctuations were identified 557

in phase 1, when the MR was not vibrating, and in the first part 558

of phase 2, during supervised MR search. In the second part of 559

phase 2, the estimated coordinates’ values became more stable, 560

providing a successful localization, and kept stable for all phases 561

3 and 4. This trend can be further confirmed by analyzing MR 562

centroid positions estimation in the search window reference 563

frame [Fig. 6(c)]. After the first phase of the supervised search, 564

the distribution of the detected centroid points concentrates in 565

a confined region (black dashed circle), thus indicating local- 566

ization success. These experiments also confirmed that, for the 567

chosen frequency range of the magnetic field sequences, the 568
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Fig. 7. MR visual-servoing experiments. (a) Complete trajectory traveled by the MR during long-distance teleoperation experiments and lumen morphology
reconstructed through segmentation of B-mode images. (b) Collection of detected MR centroids with respect to the search window center for every control iteration.
(c) Mean position tracking error for the lateral (x) and axial (y) dimensions. (d) Reference and estimated MR angular velocity. (e) B-mode images and overlapped
tracked trajectory (red curve) of the MR when teleoperated across an obstacle in the lumen. (f) Detected MR centroids distribute in two clusters, namely climbing
obstacle and descending obstacle, representing different linear motion conditions. (g) MR teleoperation against opposite laminar flow. White particles in B-mode
images represent air bubbles generated by the pump. (h) Detected MR centroids are distributed in a larger cluster, indicating robust teleoperation, with some linear
speed fluctuations due to flow disturbances. Subfigures (b), (f), and (h) report the detected MR centroids for every control iteration.

dynamics of the vibrational/rotational MR motions in response569

to the generated magnetic torque are negligible. In fact, the570

measured MR motion signals (vibrations/rotations) perfectly571

matched the magnetic driving signals, validating that potential572

nonideal MR responses (e.g., step-out behaviors) do not intro-573

duce any significant frequency or phase lag with respect to the574

driving signals.575

B. Teleoperated MR Visual-Servoing in Phantom Lumen576

Once localized the MR through supervised search, we con-577

ducted closed-loop control experiments to evaluate the system578

performances when navigating the MR through the phantom lu-579

men. First, we conducted visual-servoing experiments to assess580

control stability and performances in terms of tracking errors. In 581

these experiments, the MR was teleoperated along the phantom 582

lumen for about 32 s (Supplementary Video, part 2), with a 583

constant reference rotation frequency of 1.5 Hz. In closed-loop 584

mode, at every control iteration, the robot automatically moved 585

the search window center (optimal manipulation point) to match 586

the estimated MR position. The complete trajectory traveled by 587

the MR was derived by the trajectory of the robot arm end- 588

effector, which corresponds to that of the optimal manipulation 589

point [Fig. 7(a), yellow curve]. At every control iteration, the 590

detected MR centroid position relative to the search window 591

center was collected and reported in a graph [Fig. 7(b)]. The 592

MR traveled along the phantom lumen for a total distance of 593

80 mm (145 body lengths) uphill. 594
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To assess the system performances in terms of position track-595

ing errors, we defined a ground truth trajectory by assuming that596

the MR performs a pure rolling motion. To estimate the tracking597

error on the axial dimension y, we exploited the high contrast598

fiducial markers provided by the lumen boundaries. We concate-599

nated all the B-mode images acquired by the tracker during the600

whole MR trajectory and we applied a convolutional filter for601

horizontal edge detection. In this way, we could segment the lu-602

men boundaries to reconstruct its actual morphology, accounting603

for potential fabrication defects in the phantom [Fig. 7(a), light604

blue curve]. Considering the pure rolling motion assumption,605

we defined a ground truth trajectory as the curve with one MR606

radius distance from the segmented lumen boundary [Fig. 7(a),607

red curve]. The deviation of the tracked MR trajectory from the608

ground truth trajectory resulted in an average axial tracking error609

of 363µm (0.66 body lengths) [Fig. 7(c), Error on y]. To estimate610

the tracking error on the lateral dimension x, we defined again611

a ground truth reference. Given the pure rolling assumption,612

which implies constant MR linear velocity, at every control613

iteration, the MR has performed a fixed lateral displacement614

before the visual-servoing system repositions the search window615

center. This displacement is known, depends on the MR radius,616

rotation frequency, and on the tracking frame rate, and can be617

thus referenced as a ground truth. We compared the detected MR618

centroids [Fig. 7(b)] to the ground truth displacement, estimating619

an average lateral tracking error of 374 µm (0.68 body lengths)620

[Fig. 7(c), Error on x].621

These experiments showed that the MR performs a rolling622

motion combined with a small tumbling motion (Supplementary623

Video, part 2). This behavior, considered as a disturbance to624

the control system, is most likely generated by MR fabrication625

defects. For example, if the remanent magnetization of the cylin-626

drical MR is not purely radial but has a small axial component,627

a minor tumbling motion may arise. Although these deviations628

from the ideal behavior may introduce a slight inaccuracy in the629

estimated position tracking errors, these experiments demon-630

strated that the disturbances are completely rejected by the631

system, which preserved control stability for the whole traveled632

trajectory.633

Indeed, the detected MR centroid positions [Fig. 7(b)] are634

concentrated in the same region (black dashed box), support-635

ing the stable linear rolling motion assumption. The average636

MR linear rolling speed could be estimated by multiplying the637

average detected MR centroid position by the tracking frame638

rate (2 Hz), resulting in a speed of 2.5 mm/s (about 4.5 body639

lengths/s). This value is close to the theoretical linear speed640

of 2.59 mm/s corresponding to a cylinder with a diameter of641

550 µm, performing pure rolling with a rotation frequency of642

1.5 Hz. These results confirmed the assumption that the observed643

tumbling effect can be neglected. The estimated MR rotation644

frequency [Fig. 7(d), blue plot] followed the imposed reference645

value [Fig. 7(d), red plot] along the whole path, with a maximum646

absolute tracking error of 0.28 Hz, corresponding to a relative647

error of 18%.648

We also assessed the robustness of the visual-servoing system649

to environmental disturbances, both in uneven terrain (e.g.,650

obstacles) and with induced laminar flow in the lumen. First,651

the MR was teleoperated across an obstacle, represented by an 652

occlusion in the lumen due to material accumulation (Supple- 653

mentary Video, part 3) [Fig. 7(e), red curve]. Tracking the MR 654

centroid position enabled to verify successful obstacle crossing. 655

In this experiment, the detected MR centroid positions with 656

respect to the search window center were distributed in two 657

main clusters [Fig. 7(f), black dashed boxes], each representing 658

a different linear velocity regimen. The left cluster reflected the 659

obstacle climbing condition, featured by a reduced x component 660

indicating reduced lateral speed and an increased y compo- 661

nent indicating increased axial speed. Alternatively, the right 662

cluster reflected the obstacle descending condition, featured by 663

an increased x component indicating increased lateral speed, 664

and negative y component indicating descending axial speed. 665

Overall, the tracker was able to stably track the MR during the 666

whole experiment allowing for successful visual-servoing across 667

the obstacle. Finally, we conducted additional experiments to 668

assess the system robustness in a laminar fluid flow regimen. 669

The flow introduced a double disturbance: 1) it produced a drag 670

force pushing the MR and 2) it generated high contrast moving 671

reflectors in the form of air bubbles [Fig. 7(g)]. The MR was 672

teleoperated against a continuous counter flow. In this case, the 673

collection of detected MR centroids with respect to the search 674

window center was distributed over a larger cluster [Fig. 7(h), 675

black dashed box], reflecting higher fluctuations in the MR linear 676

rolling speed due to flow disturbances. The average linear rolling 677

speed value was here estimated around 0.8 mm/s (around 1.4 678

body lengths/s); compared to the linear rolling speed in static 679

fluid conditions, this value suggests a possible slip between the 680

MR and the boundary surface. Nonetheless, even when rolling 681

with slip, the tracker could stably track the MR. Although with 682

a lower linear speed, the visual-servoing system enabled robust 683

teleoperation against the counter flow (Supporting Video, part 684

4). Overall, these experiments confirmed that, in the considered 685

experimental conditions, the disturbances introduced by the un- 686

modeled dynamics (Section II-B) could be successfully rejected 687

by the visual-servoing system. 688

VII. CONCLUSION 689

In this article, we proposed a robust US-enabled MR visual- 690

servoing system for controlling magnetic MRs in simulated 691

in-body environments, where environmental disturbances (e.g., 692

reflective objects and fluid flow) would hamper traditional US 693

imaging techniques, such as B-mode or Color Doppler. 694

First, we designed a C-arm robotic system for holding the 695

mobile permanent magnet and the US probe allowing for co- 696

ordinated magnetic actuation and US-APA tracking within the 697

C-arm workspace. Then, we developed a real-time MR tracker 698

based on the US-APA technique and a robot arm controller, 699

which allowed for flexible magnetic actuation and precise posi- 700

tioning of the C-arm system in space according to the tracker’s 701

feedback. Finally, we developed a control framework and a set of 702

control signals to ensure feedback integrity and control stability, 703

allowing for teleoperated MR visual-servoing. 704

We validated the tracker ability to help the operator in 705

localizing the MR (open loop) within the highly reflective 706
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phantom without any a-priori knowledge about its position.707

Visual-servoing experiments (closed loop) allowed to evaluate708

the system performance in terms of tracking accuracy and ro-709

bustness to environmental disturbances. The MR was navigated710

for 80 mm uphill along the lumen (145 body lengths) with an711

average position tracking error of 368 µm (0.67 body lengths).712

The MR was also teleoperated across obstacles represented713

by material accumulations occluding the lumen, demonstrating714

system robustness, and stability in uneven terrain. The system715

proved stable and robust even to drag forces and highly reflective716

moving air bubbles generated by a counter flow. Overall, the717

results reported in this article pave the way for the employment718

of US-APA as a precise and robust feedback strategy for closed-719

loop control of MRs inside the body.720

In general, the resolution of the US-APA tracking technique721

is related to the pixel size in the processed phase images. The722

axial pixel size of a phase image can be up to four times723

smaller than that of a B-mode image (around 37 µm for standard724

linear high-definition probes) [33], but the lateral pixel size is725

limited by the US probe design parameters (around 150 µm726

for standard linear high-definition probes). However, combining727

US-APA with recent high-resolution US techniques such as728

super-resolution US imaging [39], which provide images with729

miniaturized pixel size down to 10 µm × 10 µm, could enable730

detection, visualization, and tracking of MRs with character-731

istic size in the low microscale range (around 10 µm). The732

US-APA tracking frame rate, also limited by the computa-733

tional burdens of Fourier analysis, could be improved as the734

future development of this article. Furthermore, future article735

could focus on automatizing MR blind search, thus avoiding736

the need for an active operator by employing, for instance,737

learning-based image analysis techniques. Another significant738

achievement for translating the proposed approach to the clinics739

could be three-dimensional (3-D) visual-servoing. This would740

involve feedback control over the orthogonal component to the741

imaging plane. This problem could be addressed in future works,742

for example, by elaborating compensation trajectories based on743

lumen morphology estimated from preoperative imaging or an744

auxiliary 3-D US probe [40]. Alternatively, the problem could745

be addressed by implementing deep-learning approaches [41].746

Finally, the possibility of extracting US-APA feedback from747

a wider repertoire of MRs, including helical propellers [42],748

crawlers [43], and oscillating swimmers [44] could also be749

investigated in future studies.750
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